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NURSERY
RHYMES

SPRING IS HERE!
Spring is here and everyone
loves spending time outside.  
We especially enjoyed our

Spring Day picnic.  
Please remember to pack a
hat, sunscreen and a water

bottle. 
We have water dispensers
at school, so we can refill

bottles as needed.

October 2022

We loved learning all the Nursery Rhymes and
about rhyming words in general.  We also had
lots of fun trying to find words that rhymed with
our own names and enjoyed doing different
crafts about the nursery rhymes.

OCTOBER
BIRTHDAYS

Amelie 14 October
Annabelle 17 October

The highlight of
the Nursery Rhyme

Theme was our
Humpty Dumpty

Science
Experiment 

where we tried to
predict whether
boiled eggs will

crack or not when
the bags were

filled with different
materials.



DINOSAUR THEME

We set up our own Dinosaur Museum with all our
dinosaurs, activities and resources, to show our
parents what we learnt and all the fun activities we
did.

EXPLORING
DINOSAURS DINOSAUR MUSEUM

We have had so much fun this past
month learning about DINOSAURS.  
We have found that learning their
names can be quite difficult, but we
enjoy trying to pronounce all the
different dinosaur names.  
We have also learnt about what the
different dinosaurs eat (herbivores and
carnivores).
Lots of dinosaur crafts taught us about
skeletons, fossils and how volcanoes
erupt.

VOLCANO FUN



DINOSAUR CRAFTS

Independence Day - Dress up
in Zambian colours on Friday
14 October
Half term - School closes on
Friday 14 October and reopens
on Tuesday 25 October
Halloween - Dress up in any
costume on Monday 31
October
Sherman Shoeboxes - deadline
14 November, more details to
follow
Festive Season Program - 
 Tuesday 6 December

UPCOMING EVENTS
UPCOMING
THEME

For the next few weeks, we will be
focusing on Healthy Eating and will
learn more about the different food

groups.


